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GRBA is a non-profit 501©(3) Cultural Association 

FEATURED ARTIST 
Oct 8 Evening Program 

Madhuban  Bagchi 
is a renowned 
singer from Mumbai 
and Kolkata, India. 

 

She will perform 
with her band on 
Saturday, Oct 8 
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EVENT 
Schedule 

Saturday, Oct 8 
10am Durga Puja 
12pm Anjali & Prasad 
1pm  Lunch  
2:30pm Sindoor Khela 
 
6pm  Snacks 
7pm  Evening Program 
7:30pm Madhubanti Live 
9:00pm Dinner 
 
Sunday, Oct 9 
10am Lakshmi Puja 
12pm Anjali & Prasad 
12:30pm Cultural Program followed 
  by Lunch  

We are Bengalis. All mes are approximate. 
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Corporate Sponsors 
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Dear Members and Friends, 

 

The Greater Richmond Bengali Association is thrilled to be able to 
have a full in-person Durga Puja this year following two years of 
virtual and limited in-person festivities.  

Durga Puja has always been the centerpiece of our organization and 
we are so happy that you have chosen to celebrate it with us.  

In letter and spirit, we have relished this auspicious event that 
unequivocally gives homage to our culture, community, and heritage.  

Our organization evolved out of an informal group of the Richmond 
area's Bengali community. We started in the early 80s with a 
handful of families with young children settling in the area. In the 
years since, our once-small social circle has grown into an 
organization that welcomes anyone who wants to celebrate our 
Bengali traditions with us.  

This year, our members, sponsors, committees, chairs, and patrons 
have poured their time and effort into creating an enriching 
experience for us all.  

Day one highlights include Durga Puja performed by Dilip 
Chakraborty and ends with dinner and an in-person concert by 
Madhubanti Bagchi, a Mumbai-based award-winning vocal artist. Of 
course, there will also be a few surprises sprinkled in.  

On Sunday, we'll gather to observe Lakshmi Puja, followed by a 
colorful cultural event showcasing local talent.  

One of our proudest moments as an organization has been passing 
our values and traditions to the next generation. We have watched 
our extended GRBA children grow up and go on to become pillars of 
their communities and we couldn't be happier. Being part of an 
organization like GRBA teaches them that they have an entire 
community behind them.  

We'd also like to thank our new members, many of whom graciously 
volunteered their time for puja preparations.  

To our community at large: We heartily appreciate your unflinching 
support for GRBA and are looking forward to our best Durga Puja 
ever! 

~ Executive Board 
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COMMITTEE 
Chair(s) 2022 

Paramita Ganguly Puja 

Sataroopa Banerjee Cultural 

Sataroopa Banerjee Social Media 

Amitava Das Food 

Nabin Debnath Finance 

Sanghamitra Gayali Decoration 

Rajdeep Banerjee Logistics 

Philanthropy Chaitali Roy 

Fund Raising Soumitra Banerjee 

Web Nabin Debnath  

Brochure Soumitra Banerjee & Barnini Chakraborty 
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Executive 
Board 

Nimila (Chumki) 
Banerjee 
President 

Asit Paul 
Vice President 

Nabin Debnath 
Treasurer 

Paramita Ganguly 
Joint Secretary 

Barnini 
Chakraborty 
Joint Secretary 

Dilip Chakraborty 

Mita Gupta 

Parijat Banerjee 

Advisory 
Council 

Chaitali Roy 

Nimila (Chumki) 
Banerjee 
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Asit & Anita Paul 
Debapriya & Sudipa (Oli) Mitra 

GRAND 

Abhik & Sohini Mukherjee 
Amitava & Paramita Das 
Aparna & Ravi Dhanasri 
Arpita & Sudipto Sircar 
Asim & Rosy Mallick 
Barnini (Papai) Chakraborty 
Damayanti & Onupam Chakraborti 
Kam & Champa Gupta 
Mrinal & Sanghamitra Gayali 
Nabanita & Bijoy Mazumdar 
Nabin & Snigdha Debnath 
Nitai & Tanusree Mukhopadhyay 
Parag Dassharma & Sushweta Mukherjee 
Rahul Moray & Swati Neogi 
Rita Roy & Tapan Mazumdar 
Ritu Bhattacharjee & Upamanyu Basu 
Rupa Bandyopadhyay 
Sanjukta Basu and Sandy Sen 
Soumyajit & Poulomi Ray 
Tania Banerjee & Sovon Nath 
Anonymous 

SILVER 

Individual Sponsors 
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Abhishek & Reshmi Ghosh 
Avik Roy & Paulami Saha 
Bandhan & Hema Chakraborty 
Biswanath & Madhumita Basu 
Chumki & Soumitra Banerjee 
Debjani & Atanu Saha 
Mita & Ashesh Gupta 
Parijat & Sataroopa Banerjee 
Rana & Debjani Ganguly 
Sikha & Sanjan Ray 
Soumik Das & Riya Dutta 
Soumya & Sukanya Chatterjee 
Sujoy & Rachel Sarkar 
Swatilika & Nirvik Pal 

GOLD 

Arkajyoti & Ballari Chakraborty 
Rumki & Suman Banerjee 
Sanchita and Shu Dasgupta 
Sanjay Chakravarty & Shaila Madha 
Surajit & Gargi Pal 
Swadesh Das and Lipika Ghosh 
Tapabrata & Chirasree Pal 
Vikas & Punam Kapila 

PLATINUM 

Individual Sponsors 

Geety's 
Paramita & Tushar Ganguly 
Sonny & Harshna Gupta 
Mr.Qureshi, realtor 
Usha Kapil 

FRIENDS 
Of GRBA 
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We used framed 

pictures at the 

beginning until 2001 

when we got our first 

mud Protima. 
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Artwork by: 

Advaith Roy 
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We would like to thank each and every 
GRBA member, patrons and well 

wishers for their service, advice and 
active participation in making this 

year’s Puja a truly remarkable event.  
 

We would also like to thank our 
sponsors, advertisers & donors for their 
financial support without which none of 

this would have been possible.  
 

Our sincere thanks to all those who 
participated in the cultural programs, 

opened their doors for rehearsals,  
decorated the Puja premise and helped 

raise funds.  
 

~ Executive Committee 
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Artwork by Tushar Gayali  
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Ganesh by Paramita Das 
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Why You Should Start Running 
Arunav Paul, Grade 7 

Sports are fun and very enjoyable ways to do exercise and be healthy. Over the years, I’ve 
played a lot of sports. They’ve made me a healthier person overall. I think one of the best 
sports to try out is to run. Even though many people are reluctant to try it, there is no harm in 
trying it out. In fact, there are many physical and mental benefits of running. Here are some 
great reasons why you should start running.  

 

One big reason to start running is an obvious one. It is a great way to lose weight. Running 
helps you burn calories (and loose weight) in an efficient way. Running is a great form of cardi-
ovascular exercise since it strengthens the heart and maintains a good heart func on.  It also 
gives  improved stamina throughout the day. Running is also a  great way to improve mood 
and relieve stress, just like many other forms of physical ac vity do. Running can also help you 
become more confident in yourself and outgoing. It  helps you learn how to set goals-such as 
running a marathon. It also teaches you how to incorporate an ac ve lifestyle into your daily 
life. It is important to run regularly and make it part of your daily rou ne. Running could help 
you meet new people and become more outgoing while becoming healthier and happier every 
day. 

 

In conclusion, running helps you improve your physical and mental health. So while you think 
you might not be up to it, I highly recommend that you start running. It is in fact very easy to 
start running than other sports since all you need is a pair of good shoes. So, what are you 
wai ng for? Start running today. 
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Artwork by Anshita Bha acharya, Age 8  
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মেঘর ভতর থেক নেম এল, একমেুঠা য়াশা মেুছ বাসরা ায়   

মেনাহারী দাকােনর অিভ  চশমা 
১৭ সেক  ঘাড় ঘুিরেয় বেুঝ িনল এ আজনবী 
িক  অেবলায় কান বােস এল? ভাবেত ভাবেত 

আবার ডুব িদল তলিচেট ডিবটে িডেট  

আকাশী জামার যুবক পুেব তািকেয় দখল 
পাড়া ফসেলর মাঠ িদগ  ছািড়েয়েছ; 

যতদরূ চাখ যায়, অ হীন দ তা ধু— 
স তার ইন াকশন ম ানয়ুােল খুঁেজ 
বা ঁহােতর ল া িশরাটা িছঁেড় ফেল  

বাতােস বাতা িদল— ম েন অমতৃ উেঠেছ, 
তাপদ  জিম সেঁচ আবােরা সােলাকসংে ষ   

পি েম এেগাল যুবক, ত ান চেপ ধের; 
বানভািস মানেুষর িভড় 

ছাগল, মগু , হাঁিড় িড় ও িতমার খড় 
অগণন লােশর সােথ ভাসেছ িনর  মখু 

এখেনা টকিনক ািল যােদর মতৃেদহ বলা যায় না  
আকাশী জামার যুবক শােটর বাতাম খুেল 

পাঁজেরর হাড় ছঁুেড় িদল, আেরা হাড়— ২০৬ মাট 
একটার পর একটা জেুড় হেয় গল সতুব ন  

অি হীন শরীরটা দলা পািকেয় র মাংেসর িপে র মত গিড়েয় গল, যখােন স া বলা রাজ আ ন েল  
পৃিথবীর সব খলা ভুেল যুযুধান দইু প  মশাল হােত আেস, খলাটা বক থােক আপাদম ক  

" ক আেগ আ ন ছঁুেড় দেব"— 
ধু াগান বদেল যায়, কখেনা ধেমর নােম 

কখেনা দেলর নাম রঙ,  
মখু েলা ঘুের িফের একই... 

এখােন থমেক যায় আকাশী যুবক 
ম ানয়ুােল শষ অধ ায়, ডায়া ােম অি ম ধাপ— 

হয় স সিশেপ িফের যােব 
অথবা ৎিপ  খুেল সািজেয় দেব েজ,  
" েট  শা অন আথ" এর যু িবজয়ী  

খলা শষ হেয় গেল কাপ হােত বািড় িফের যােব আ ন িনিভেয়  
আর মতুৃ হীন হািস িনেয় আবার স ঝুেল যােব ু েশ  

িহে াল ভ াচায  
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Memory of Childhood Journeys 
Rana Ganguly 

I grew up near Bombay in Maharashtra. My father’s job in the Indian Railways 
was the reason for our branch of the family having settled in that state. 
Among the fondest and most vivid memories of my childhood are our 
numerous railway journeys between Bombay (now Mumbai) and Calcutta 
(now Kolkata) during our school summer vacation every year to reunite with 
the extended family. Typically, we would make this trip in April/May to stay 
for about 5 to 6 weeks in Calcutta. The thrill and excitement of the train 
journey to Calcutta in the company of close friends and then spending time 
with the family in Calcutta would be the high points of the year. We would all 
look forward to this period of the year with a lot of anticipation just as we 
would also look forward to Durga Puja every year. 

We would usually travel with two or three other Bengali railway families (all 
friends and mostly doctors) by reserving a first-class coupe for each family 
and next to each other in the same carriage. There are two principal railway 
routes between Mumbai and Kolkata. One of them is via Nagpur and the other 
a slightly longer route through Jabalpur and Allahabad (now Prayag Raj). 
While my father took care of all the railway reservations and packing, my 
mother (like the other mothers) would organize the food and snacks for the 
journey ahead for our family.  

Between our three or four families we would have half a dozen overactive kids, 
huddling together in one of the coupes, sharing jokes and playing games like 
dumb charades, monopoly, ludo, cards, antakshari and sharing comics when 
we were too exhausted or bored with the games. Naturally, the mothers had to 
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have a constant supply of snacks (cream biscuits, fruits, lozenges and 
chanachur to name a few) and sweets to keep the kids happy. The fathers 
would huddle together in one coupe for their adda on politics, movies and 
literature as well as the occasional bridge and rummy games. The mothers 
would have their own adda in another coupe but would check on us every 
couple of hours to ensure we were fed and were behaving appropriately. The 
mothers would bring with them flasks of tea and coffee and a few cooked 
dishes so that one or two meals could be shared by all including some choice 
delicacies that did not need warming (luchi, begun bhaja, alukopi, murabbas, 
fish fry and chicken legs (wrapped in silver foil) and sweets. The next few 
meals would be ordered from the dining car attached to the train which 
supplied top quality meals (both Indian and continental) served by smart 
liveried bearers. In those days the general cleanliness, punctuality and 
courteous behavior of the railway staff was legendary.  

Apart from the food we carried, the fathers would also take turns to buy for 
everybody snacks that were the specialty of some of the stations along the 
route as well as tea/coffee and milk for the kids. On the Nagpur route, hot 
batata vadas from Igatpuri, chivda from Nasik, oranges and Bluebell Ice cream 
from Nagpur and hot shingaras from Mecheda were procured to keep the 
hungry kids happy. On the Allahabad route dahi vadas from Itarsi, samosas 
in Jabalpur and lassi, guavas and kharbujas at Allahabad station as well as 
sitabhog and mihidana at Burdwan junction were the major attractions. We 

would also nag each of our dads to buy cold drinks and 
comics or graphic novels as we now call them. In those 
days Indrajal comics (Phantom, Mandrake and Flash 
Gordon), Archie and Amar Chitra Katha were our 
favorites. We would share them around so that we could 
read the entire stash that we procured between us. We 
would also occasionally get off the train at stations where 

the train halted for 5 to 7 minutes to stretch out and get some fresh air as well 
as look around for new things of interest (chocolates and magazines). 

My earliest memories are of trains hauled by coal-fired steam locomotives. I 
was always fascinated by the changing landscape as the journey progressed. 
Verdant fields of the Konkan region gave way to the steep purple mountains 
and waterfalls of the western ghats. After this we would cross into the dry and 
rocky lands of the Deccan plateau. The never-ending teak forests of the 
central provinces followed and would then transform to the reddish soil and 
increasing greenery of forests across the mining areas of the Chhota Nagpur 
plateau covering the then Bihar and Orissa states. The track zigzagged 
through these states to finally enter Bengal distinctive for its eye- ...contd 
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BEHIND THE 
SCENES 
Rehearsals 
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soothing green rice fields, gargling rivers and lotus ponds. I would wake up at 
4 am and sit glued to the window in our coupe, braving the specks of coal 
dust that led to red eyes and, often, tears. Within a few years diesel, and then 
electric locomotives replaced their steam propelled cousins. I could then sit at 
the window without any fear of copping a few specs of coal dust. I would 
hurriedly brush, change into fresh clothes and wear my shoes, all ready for 
disembarking. I would then grab the window seat to keep enjoying the 
scenery. I would keep craning my neck to get an idea how far we would have 
to travel before the silver arches of the Howrah bridge were visible, signaling 
that our destination was near. 

Upon arrival at Howrah station, we would say bye to our friends. One of my 
uncles or cousins would always come to receive us at Howrah station. The few 
weeks that we spent at Calcutta would involve reuniting with our relatives. 
The high points were the nemontonnos sharing delectable food (ilish, parshe, 
galda chingri, chital muittha and peti, murighanto, rui maacher kalia, shorshe 
bata, mangsho, chicken, mocha, echor, chutneys of mango, amra or chalta 
and other such delicacies) apart from sweets like sandesh, rossogollas, 
ledikenis and mishti doi. My maternal aunt and uncles stayed within a few 
kilometres of our family home in Jadavpur. I would prefer walking to their 
houses ignoring the cycle rickshaws. The aroma of mustard oil used in 
cooking would waft across increasing my appetite as Calcutta’s water 
accelerated my digestion process. In the early mornings as well as evenings 
every second house in the neighborhood carried the sound of youngsters 
practicing music on the harmonium.  

I also remember the hot Calcutta summer being great for the varieties of fruits 
we enjoyed-Lychees, jamrul, jaam, jackfruit, mangoes-Himsagar, Fajli, Langda 
and Alfonso. The evening tea with snacks such as vegetable chop, moghlai 
paratha, fish, egg, chicken and mutton rolls from the numerous snack shops 
in the bazaar very close to wherever we were, was another meal to look 
forward to. That of course delayed our dinners which the Calcuttans usually 
don’t start before 10 pm to make room for more food after such heavy snacks. 
It would be a challenge not to land up with a stomach upset after so much 
food throughout the day. I would wake up very early in the morning and go for 
runs or walks either on my own or with cousins. The early morning bazars 
selling a huge range of fresh vegetables and fish coming in from rural areas 
was always a welcome sight. We would also take this opportunity to shop for 
Bangla books, and music tapes. We would also go to some newly released 
Bangla movies and theatre shows with family members. An occasional 
weekend trip to Shantiniketan or a few days in Darjeeling or Puri would add to 
the excitement. A trip to Kalighat, Dakshineshwar and Belur would also 

Memory of Childhood Journeys contd... 

...contd 
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be on our list of to do’s as would be shopping at Gariahat for sarees, dhoti, 
kurtas and pajamas to wear during pujas and other auspicious events.  

I also have recollections of the Naxal-era killings in the early seventies by rival 
political gangs using pistols, pipe-guns and crude bombs as well as the 
curfews and the CRPF patrolling. In the later years we encountered power 
outages due to frequent load shedding. For nearly a decade the excavations of 
large parts of the city for the metro rail project and CMDA sewage networks 
made movement within the city very difficult. The notorious traffic snarls that 
resulted in missing our train connections twice became a daunting prospect 
for annual visitors like us who were used to a more orderly life in Bombay 
those days. However, the love for the family and the promise of fun times 
together on board the train and in this beloved city could not keep us away. 
The occasional wedding, poite, annaprashan and shraddha invitation during 
that visit would also be an opportunity to catch up with more distant relatives 
and long-lost friends apart from enjoying some excellent food prepared by 
some well-known caterers. 

The fun and excitement of the preceding weeks gave way to deep sadness at 
the end of our vacation. We said our goodbyes to grandparents, aunts, uncles 
and cousins. We felt heavy hearted at the thought of not seeing them for 
another year. We would commence the return journey from Howrah and the 
other families would also join us. We would share stories and photographs of 
our stay as well as food and mishti packed by the Calcutta family for our 
journey. Apart from the usual patali gur, gondho lebu, kasundi and other 
typical Bengali provisions, some of us would carry Bangla storybooks and 
copies of Shishushathi, Shuktara, Kishore Bharati and Sandesh which we all 
shared on the way back. Once we reached our destination the fun was over. 
We parted with heavy hearts knowing our vacation was finally over and we 
would have to wait until the annual Durga Puja celebrations to meet and have 
fun together. 

 

I have not been able to visit my birthplace Calcutta for more than a decade 
now. Like every other place in this world, Calcutta would have also changed 
significantly. Most family members of our preceding generation have passed. 
Many cousins have moved to different parts of the world. The joint family has 
been replaced by nuclear families. The family homes with backyards and 
gardens replaced by apartments. Regardless, the recollection of those golden 
days remains vivid like a scintillating gem in the treasure chest of my 
memories. 

Memory of Childhood Journeys contd... 
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Pastel by Jaya  Mukherjee 
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Saint Catherine's Chapel on the Rock in Colorado 

Pain ng and Sketch by Parag Dassharma 
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লেকর ধাের কক  খও নকটাই  পের 

নাই  পের হাই  খও ভাই  বেসা সের, 

নদী নালা সে  শালা নই তা গিদ কাথাও  

সাঁতার কেটা এক সে  পাততািড়  গাটাও, 

গােছর তলায় মাছ  ভাজা লাগেব খেত ম  না 

নাচেব যিদ বাঁচেব জেনা নােচর তােল ব না, 

খানা খ  ব  হেল জল বেরােনার রা া  

সকালেবলা সবাই িমেল জিমেয় খও না া, 

পঁয়াজ খও পা া খও চাউিমন  একা 

হঠাৎ কউ সামেন এেল ট  কেরা ফাঁকা, 

এমন ধারা খাওয়া দাওয়া খাবার ঘের বেস 

চুপ  কের একলা যন মাংস খও কেষ, 

পড়েল জেল হাবুডুবু খেয়ই যও খািব 

লােকর কথায় কান িদও না বকেল হািবজািব, 

সকাল িবেকল মেধ  পুর খু র নািক পায় িখদা 

এক ছুেট যায় রা া ঘের ডাক  িদেল তার িদদা, 

আমার আবার খাবার বািতক বাবার সে  িনত  

ভাত  মেখ এক  ােস তৃ  য হয় িচ । 

উ ল মুেখাপাধ ায়  

বৃি  যন িমি  িমকা 

হঠাৎ হঠাৎ িদেয় যায়  দখা, 

এই মা  উঠল আবার রাদ 

িঝিকিমিক উঠল জেগ  

িমেকর বাধ, 

এেদর েমর রকম সকম িবিচ   

বৃি  রােদর ম কািহনীর িচ , 

এেদর িমলন হয় কী কানও কােল 

িমলন যন লুিকেয়  থােক 

 রাদ বৃি র গাপন আড়ােল।  

রাদ বৃি র ম  
উ ল মুেখাপাধ ায়  
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* Support our Sponsors * 
Let them know you are with GRBA 
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Moments form 

2021 Durga Puja 
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Under Construc on Sep, 2022 

* Support our Sponsors * 
Let them know you are with GRBA 
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Moments from 2021 Durga Puja  
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Moments form 

2021 Durga Puja 
Evening program 
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* Support our Sponsors * 
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Moments form 

2021 Sindur Khela 

Digital pain ngs by 
Mili Du a 
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Pastel by Jaya  Mukherjee 

Alpana by Anindita Das 
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For many people around the world (and not just Bengalis or even Kolkatans 
for that matter), Devi Durga and her annual celebration is an emotion. It is a 
time everyone looks forward to not only to don their best attires but also to 
aspire towards their best selves. The woman in the idol emerges as the creator 
as well as the annihilator, offering innumerable perspectives that the entire 
spectrum of her roles has to offer. In adherence to that indomitable spirit of 
change and challenges, let me today share with you the story of a woman who 
defeated the demon, the ‘Mahishasur’ in her life, only to manifest an 
emancipated and empowered version of her ‘self’. 

Gauri was pronounced dead. The caustic ‘C’ had already corroded her and all 
that could be done was an obscure surgical procedure involving chances of 
infection along with disgraceful modifications to her tender anatomy. Cancer 
had opened its belligerent jaws and was threatening to consume her being and 
becoming, a piece of information that instantly turned her tandem with life, 
topsy-turvy. The fortnight that followed was filled with interminable 
investigations and medical methodologies till it was decided that she would be 
operated in a different city that proposed slightly hopeful prospects. 

The surgery spanned over some twelve gruelling hours and more often than 
not, Gauri’s pulse paused while the feverish faith of her closest ones refused 
to falter. And all this while, the lady, who had led a rather silent life and had 
never stood up for herself, was fighting a fiend who appeared more potent 
than anything she had ever encountered. At the end, the woman lying in 
the ICU looked exhausted but emphatic. It seemed that like the Phoenix, 

The Devi at the Door… 
Promita Banerjee Nag  

...contd 
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Pain ng by Promit Banerjee 
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a new Gauri had emerged from her past, and somehow, at that moment, she 
encapsulated the words of Samuel Beckett: “…you must go on, I can’t go on, 
I’ll go on.” 

The next month initiated the course of chemotherapy, and gradually, bodily 
pain was aggravated by emotional turmoil. Gauri witnessed, almost like an 
outsider, the belittling of her beauty and brevity till the point she despised 
looking at or being with herself. But every time that happened, she 
reproached herself for feeling weak and wasted, and promised to look forward. 
The perpetual probe, “Why Me?” got replaced with the audacious assertion, “I 
Will” as she spurned to be intimidated by the invisible inscrutability of life. 

Till this juncture in her life, Gauri had responded to the stimuli called life but 
never reacted to it. She had let life happen but not leveraged it. Only when 
she was “on the threshold of being no more,” she succeeded in being more. 
Indeed, like our very own Devi, she attempted towards the annihilation of the 
dark cells in her body and her mind. Progressively, she got better and today’s 
Gauri is nowhere even a silhouette of her circumscribed past. She has learnt 
to live freely and fully embracing her fallacies as much as her forte. 

There are Gauri-s all around us.  She could be a parent, a spouse, a child, a 
friend, a colleague, an acquaintance or anyone we may come across anywhere 
anytime. In fact, these Durga-s (gender not intended) are at our doorsteps, 
waiting to be acknowledged and ushered in. They teach us how to destroy the 
demon, within or without us, sometimes by just terminating our scant selves 
and going beyond our finite interests. They motivate us on our very own 
journey of transformation and transcendence by offering perspectives and 
possibilities that are intentional yet inclusive. Afterall, we are liberated from 
our inhibitions and empowered to evolve into the most veritable versions of 
our selves only when we can massacre the 'Mahishasur’ mercilessly.  

So, this pujo, let us pay homage to the true spirit of the Devi by facing our 
fears, overcoming our obstacles and meriting our minutes to culminate to a 
future that fosters felicity and encourages emancipation. And while on this 
journey, let us share our Devi stories to initiate and inspire “the invincible” in 
ourselves and in others.  

Digital pain ngs 
By 

Mili Du a 

The Devi at the Door… contd... 
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Poem/Artwork by Ridhann Cha erjee 
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তুিম সৃি কতা, তুিম আিদ শি  
তুিম নীলা না , তুিম চ মুখী 

তুিম আিবরা, তুিম নােটােরর বনলতা সন।  
 

তুিম অ ী কন া, তুিম অধনাির র, 
তুিম ছাড়া সৃি  ন র!  

 
তুিম সিমচীন , পাথর িচ া দা 
তুিম কমঠ, সহ াবেদর তীক!  

 
তুিম আজািচত, অবেহিলত,অবাি ত 

তুিম আ েন পাড়া , 
তুিম িদ ীর জ ািত *, কলকাতার হতাল পােরক**।  

 
তুিম পিরবেরর অবাি ত স ান, িনজনতার হাহাকার  

তুিম অ ীল, বাবুপারার সা ী ...  
 

তাবুও, তুিম মা, 
মাতারািন, আমােদর পুেজার িতমা। 

তাই আজ পুেজার িদেন 
জানাই তামায় নাম 

পু ং দিহ মা, বাড়েব বংেশর নাম। 
* Ref : Jyo  Singh 2012 delhi incident  
** Ref : Hetal Parekh 1990 Kolkata incident 

 
ণাভ দ  
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অঅিসত পাল  

পূজা মােন আন । সবাইেক িনেয় উদযাপেনর আন ।এই পূজার সমেয়, আিম আেরকটা আন  সবার সােথ 
ভাগ কের িনেত চাই। স এক িভ  ধরেনর আন । সা িতক সমেয় ঘাতক ব ািধ ক া ােরর িব ে  
িব ােনর জয়যা ার আন । ক া ােরর িব ে  পুেরাপুির জয় অথাৎ ক া ারমু  পৃিথবী এখেনা অেনক  

দেূর। স জয় কেব আসেব ভিবতব  বেল দেব।  

ক া ােরর িব ে  আধিুনক িচিকৎসার  ি তীয় মহাযুে র সমেয়। িব ােনর অেনক আিব ােরর মত 
এটাও ঘেট ঘটনাচে । অ াি য়া ক সাগেরর পােড় ইতািলর ব র শহর বাির। ১৯৪৩ সােলর িডেস ের 
জামান সনারা আচমকা বামা হােন বািরেত অেপ ারত িম  বািহনীর নৗবহের। নৗযােন জমা িছল বামা 
বানােনার রসদ মা ারড (Mustard) গ াস।  িম  বািহনীর নৗেসনারা এই িবষা  গ ােস অসু  হেয় 
পেড়। িচিকৎসকরা ল  করেলন অসু  নৗেসনােদর র  কােষর সংখ া ভয়াবহ রকেমর কম। পরী া 
িনরী ায় পাওয়া গল মা ারড গ ােসর ভােব র  কােষর সংখ া কেম যাওয়া।অেনক রে র ক া াের 
র  কােষর সংখ া থােক মারা ক রকেমর বিশ। কা ার-এ আ া  র  কাষ েলা দখল কের নয় 
আমােদর অেনক পূণ অ  ত । যা থেক হয় জীবন সংহাির নানািবধ উপসগ। মা ারড গ ােসর 
র  কাষ সংহার করেত পারার মতােক ব বহার করা হল অেনক ধরেনর র  ক া ােরর িচিকৎসায়। 
জাদরু  মত কাজ হল। ক া ার আ া  র  কােষর সংখ া কেম এেলা রাতারািত। সই থেক আধিুনক 

ক া ার কেমােথরািপর ।মা ারড গ াস আেজা অেনক আধুিনক কেমােথরািপ ঔষুধ এর উপাদান। 

আধুিনক ক া ার িচিকৎসায় কেমােথরািপ এখেনা পূণ িহসােব িবেবচনা করা হয়। িকছু ক া ার 
কেমােথরািপেত পূণ আেরাগ  করা স ব। িক  বিশরভাগ ক া ারেক কেমােথরািপ িদেয় আেরাগ  নয়, ধু 
িনয় ণ করা স ব হয়। িচিকৎসা ব  করেল ক া ার িফের আসেত পাের আরও খারাপ ভােব। দীঘকালীন 
কেমােথরািপ ব বহার অেনক গীেদর জন  সহজ নয়। কেমােথরািপ ধু ক া ার আ া  কাষ নয়-
শরীেরর অন ান  াভািবক কাষেক ও িনমলূ কের। ফেল নানািবধ কালীন ও দীঘেময়ািদ পা  িতি য়া 
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হয়। অেনেকই বাধ  হয় িচিকৎসা ব  করেত। 
িব ানীরা এর িবক  িহসােব অন  িচিকৎসা খুঁজেত 
থােকন। ল  সব কাষ নয়, ক া ােরর কারেণ 
যসব কাষ ও জীেন পিরবতন আেস ধু তােক 
টােগট করা। কাি ত সফলতা আেস  ন ইেয়র 
দশেক। আকােদিময়া আর ই াি র যৗথ য়ােস 
আিব ৃ ত হয়-নতুন ধরেনর িচিকৎসা। Targeted 
Therapy। ল ােব ত করা হয়- থম ঔষুধ, 
Imatinib।যা এক  িবেশষ ধরেনর রে র ক া ােরর 
কারণ জীন ক ল  কের আ মণ করেব, যােত 
কের ধু ক া ার আ া  কাষ িনমলূ হেব। 
Imatinib এর কারেণ এই ঘাতক রে র ক া ার 
এখন পিরণত হেয়েছ িনয় ণেযাগ  এক  অসুেখ। 
খুব কম গী এই রােগ এখন মতুৃ  বরন কের। 
Imatinib ব বহার কের এই রে র ক া ার িনেয় 
এখন াভািবক জীবন যাপন স ব। পরবত েত, 
আরও অেনক টােগেটড ঔষুধ আিব ৃ ত হেয়েছ, যা 
এখন অেনক ধরেনর ক া াের সফল ভােব ব াবহার 

করা হে ।  

ক া ার িচিকৎসায় এই সমেয়র সবেচেয় বড় সাফল  
এেসেছ এক  নতুন ধরেনর িচিকৎসা ইমু েনােথরািপ 
(Immunotherapy) থেক। ইমু েনােথরািপ আমােদর 
শরীেরর সহজাত ক া ার িতেরাধ মতােক 
পুনজ িবত কের। গেবষণায় মািণত হেয়েছ, ক া ার 
রাগীেদর রাগ িতেরাধ মতা দবুল। সই 
মতােক িফিরেয় আনেত পারেল ধু িতেরাধ নয়, 

অেনক ক া ার এর দীঘেময়ািদ িনরাময় স ব। গত 
দশেক ক া ার িচিকৎসায় অেনক েলা ইমু েনােথরািপ 
ঔষুধ আিব ৃ ত হেয়েছ। ক া ার িচিকৎসায় এই 
ঔষুধ েলা িবিভ  ধরেনর ক া াের এখন িনয়িমত 
ব াবহার করা হে  । পা  িতি য়া সহনীয় 
হওয়ায়, বয়  ও অিত দবুল গীরাও এই ঔষুধ 
ব বহার করেত পারেছন।অভূতপূব ফলাফল পাওয়া 
গেছ, ফুসফুস,  িকডিন, াডার, ক, খাদ নালী 
সহ নানািবধ ক া াের। আমরা আশা কির, 
ইমু েনােথরািপ িচিকৎসায় ধুমা  ক া ার িনয় ণ 
নয়, যসব ক া ারেক একসময় অবশ াবী ঘাতক 
িহসােব ধরা হেতা- সই ক া ার থেক পূণ িনরাময় 

স ব। 

ক া ােরর িব ে  িব ােনর এই অ যা ার  
বিশ িদন আেগ নয়।আেমিরকার িসেড  িন ন 
১৯৭১ সােল ‘ন াশনাল ক া ার অ া ’ া র 
কেরন। সই থেক আেমিরকােত ক া ােরর িব ে  
আনু ািনক যুে র (‘War Against Cancer’) 

। সরকােরর ত  সহায়তায় আর 
ইউিনভািস , গেবষণাগার, িবিভ  ক া ার স ার 
ও ই াি র যৗথ য়ােস অেনক অ গিত স ব 
হেয়েছ গত কেয়ক দশেক। ২০১৮ সােল আেমিরকােত 
ক া ার থেক মতুৃ -র সংখ া এক বছের ২.৯% 
কেমেছ। এ  ইিতহােস এক বছের ক া ার মতুৃ র 
কমার িহসােব সবেচেয় বড় সাফল । আেমিরকােত 
এখন ায় ১৭ িমিলয়ন ক া ার গী রাগমু  হেয় 
বেঁচ আেছন, যা ১৯৭১ এ িছল পাঁচ িমিলয়ন। 
আেমিরকােত ক া ার জিনত মতুৃ র শীষ কারণ 
ফুসফুেসর ক া ার সহ অন  আরও ক া ার থেক 
িনরামেয়র স াবনা এখন অন  য কান সমেয়র 
তুলনায় অেনক বিশ।  সাধারণত ক া ার 
িচিকৎসার পর থম পাঁচ বছর ক া ার মু  ও 
বেঁচ থাকােক (5-year survival)একটা মাইলে ান 
িহসােব িবেবচনা করা হয়। কারণ পাঁচ বছর 
ক া ার মু  থাকার পর ক া ার িফের আসার 
স াবনা ব লাংেশ কেম যায়।  গত পাঁচ দশেক, 
ক া ােরর িচিকৎসার পর পাঁচ বছর জীিবত থাকার 
স াবনা িতিরশ শতাংশ থেক ায় স র শতাংেশ 
উ ীত হেয়েছ। িশ েদর সব ধরেনর ক া ােরর 
ে  এ স াবনা এখন ৮0 শতাংেশর বিশ। 

িবেশষত, িলউেকিময়া ও িলে ামার (রে র 
ক া ার যা িশ  ক া ােরর বড় অংশ)  ে  স 
হার ৯০ শতাংেশর কাছাকািছ। সাফল  এেসেছ ধু 
িচিকৎসায় নয়, ক া ার িতেরােধ ও। ক া ার 
িতেরাধ ও রাগ িনণেয় অ গিতর কারেণ, 
আেমিরকােত ায় এক তৃতীয়াংশ কম মানষু 
ক া াের আ া  হে । ১৯৬৫ এর তুলনায় 

ধূমপায়ীর সংখ া কেমেছ ৬৫ শতাংশ।  

ক া ার এর িব ে  আেমিরকােত বড় ধরেনর 
সাফল  এেলও-ক া ােরর িব ে  পূণা  জয় এখেনা 
অেনক দেূর। দেরােগর সােথ পা া িদেয় ক া ার 
এখন আেমিরকােত রাগজিনত কারেণ মতুৃ র ধান 
কারণ।এবছর ৬০০,০০০ এর অিধক ...contd 
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মানষু, অথাৎ িতিদন ১৬০০ এর অিধক, ক া ােরর কারেণ মতুৃ বরণ করেব। 

গত কেয়ক দশেক ক া ােরর িব ে  এেকর পর এক পূণ অজন আমােদরেক এখন ক া ার মু  
ভিবষ ৎ এর  দখায়। আেমিরকা ও উ ত দেশ সফলতা এেলও, িব জেুড় এর ফল এখেনা খবু 
সীিমত।িব জেুড় িত ছয়  মতুৃ র এক  ক া ােরর কারেণ। ক া ার িচিকৎসায় অসমতা (disparity & 
equity) একটা বড় চ ােল ।আেমিরকােত জািত, বণ ও আয় ভেদ ক া ার এর াদভুাব ও িচিকৎসার 
ফলাফল িভ । আমার কম ল ভািজিনয়া কমনওেয়লথ ইউিনভািস -র মিস ক া ার স ার এ িবষয়ক 
গেবষণা ও কায েম অ ণী ভূিমকা পালন করেছ। আশা করব, ক া ােরর িব ে  সফলতা আসেব িবে র 
সব । একিদন ক া ার ক আমরা জয় করব একসােথ, সবাই িমেল, সবাইেক িনেয়, সবার জেন । পূজার 
আনে র মত, এই জেয়র আন  হেব সাবজনীন। 

contd... 

অঅিসত পাল  
ক া ার িবেশষ  ও িচিকৎসক। 

মিস ক া ার স ার। ভািজিনয়া কমনওেয়লথ ইউিনভািস ।  

Pain ng by 
Oishi Mukhopadhyay 
3rd Grade, 8 yr.  
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GRBA community WOW… our small community consists of ~150 families and 
individuals and together we made a big impact on 2500 + individuals. What a 
fabulous year!  

As the world is gradually recovering from the devastating effects of the Novel 
CoronaVirus 2019, GRBA members continued their philanthropic activities, as in 
the earlier years, even when the community was reeling under its effects. 

It’s the solidarity among the members of GRBA and their dedicated approach that 
really pulled through the crisis. In 2022 there have been more vigorous effort to 
enhance the contribution, which are as follows: 

Salvation Army: GRBA distributed 350 sandwiches, fruits and snacks to the 
beneficiaries of The Salvation Army. The GRBA members have contributed in this 
endeavor every month and their family members took time and empathy to 
expedite it successfully. 

Chesterfield Food Bank: GRBA members have donated 1600 meals to CFB. This 
effort provided nutrition to hundreds of underprivileged individuals in Richmond 
and nearby counties. 

Mount Vernon Church Food Pantry: $ 250.00 worth of non-perishable food 
items have been provided to the pantry that could alleviate hunger of many people 
in need. 

...contd 

GRBA Gives Back 
Poulomi Ray 
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GRBA Walk for Children Interna onal 

Packaging food trays at FeedMore, Richmond 
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contd… 

GRBA donated more than 2,000 meals and 

monitory contribution helping over 2,500 

people in 2022!  

Be part of  our Philanthropic endeavor 
volunteer@mygrba.org 
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FeedMore: On March 8, few members of GRBA volunteered in the kitchen to 
package food trays. We hope more members will be encouraged by this venture. 
Members also made monetary contributions that will help feed 400 families. 

GRBA Walk for Children International: We began our annual walk a few 
years ago and have raised funds to sponsor Kankanika Khanra, a sweet girl from 
Kolkata. We began sponsoring her in 2017 when she was just 7 years old. Our goal 
was to raise at least $400, the cost of sponsoring Kankanika for one year, which 
has been fulfilled due to concerted efforts of the members. 

Henrico Food Bank: Members donated generously to the food bank which will 
help feed 400 individuals especially seniors in various counties. 

Housing Families First: This is our new initiative to help families during this 
hard time. GRBA members donated dinner to 50 people for a noble cause. 

As they say “One of the greatest gifts you can give is your time”. Our members 
spent more than 300 hours to do voluntary work which included preparing for 
each event, spreading love and supporting each other through the GRBA Facebook 
page and other social platforms. 

We are proud to be a part of the GRBA Philanthropy committee. Thanks to all the 
members for generously contributing your time and money to support the local 
and international communities.Together, we will make a difference and will 
continue to move the needle. 
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GRBA’s Cricket Team - from Premier League 2019! at Pocahontas Middle School 
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Sketches by Drona Saha, 2nd Grade 
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In the summer of 2022, my family and I went to 
Iceland. Here is how it went, When the plane 
landed in Keflavik which is an hour away from 
Reykjavik, we were all very tired because in 
America it was 4 am in the morning. So, we went to 
a bus which took us to a hotel to the Reykjavik. In 
Iceland, it is quite cold even in summer. It was 
usually from 40 to 60 degrees Fahrenheit, and it is 
very windy making the air feel cold. 

Iceland is most famous for its rugged landscapes 
and scenery, The Northern Lights, Blue Lagoon, 
volcanoes, glaciers, and waterfalls We went on 
various   tours to see all of these which took us to 
these amazing places in Iceland. The first tour took 
us to many waterfalls. It was not cold; in fact, it 
was warm. We also went to the biggest water fall in 
Iceland. We went to see the geysers. Geysers are 
water steam that goes high up with force. It was a 
delightful tour and had spectacular sight. We really 
enjoyed the hikes to the waterfall. It was and 
amazing experience!! 

Our family also went to the Blue Lagoon. It was like 
a big blue hot tub. The experience was a little cold 
but amazing. Another trip we did was a boat ride 
with icebergs around. There were a bunch of seals 
just roaming around the icebergs. I wanted to 
touch one, but it was not possible, however I 
touched ice from the iceberg. We also visited black 
sand beach full of ice crystals , 

Iceland was fun, and I truly enjoyed it. There were 
some mind blowing sights. More people should visit 
Iceland. 

My Trip to Iceland 
Arshia Chakraborty (Jia) 
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Pastel by Jaya  Mukherjee 

Pain ng by Ava Zidane, Age 9 
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Story of Geety’s 

Sangeeta Gupta 
 
Goes by “Munni” 

I have a love for Sarees and a passion for 
Style & Fashion. I am also very passionate 
about giving back, through making a positive 
impact in others lives.  

Putting the two of my passions together, I 
had started connecting with various artisans, 
weavers & women in small businesses to 
launch my dream project Geety’s  

The name came from my first born Rhea who 
used to call me Geety’s when she was little. 

Geety’s is a platform where authentic 
products (sarees, dupattas, scarves, home 
goods & bags) handmade by skilled artisans, 
weavers based in various villages and cities 
all over India are available for sale.  

The funds raised from products are shared 
with the artisans directly. My ultimate goal is 
to bring success and happiness to all 
involved in this passion project.  

I travel to India frequently to meet with the 
Artisans and come up with designs and 
products to make for them. Every single 
artisan I have met has a heart melting story 
to tell and my mission is to make a difference 
in their lives. When you buy from Geety’s, 
you are helping these artisans directly. So, 
thank you. 

Let’s connect & make a difference, one 
style at a time! 

RAFFLE 
Geety’s will have a stall at our Durga Puja 
venue. 

 

Munni has generously donated the following 
Saree for fund raising. We will hold a Raffle 
to raise funds. 

Profits will go to the Artisans and a portion 
will to GRBA’s Philanthropic Committee to 
support our Giving endeavors. 
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GGreater Richmond Bengali Association 
a non-profit 501©(3) Cultural Association 

29th Annual Durga Puja 2022 

www.myGRBA.org 


